
1. Please Complete this Survey of Safety Issues at this Intersection.  Thank You

Survey of Safety Issues: Pedestrian Crossing at East 26th Street & 11th Ave South (by
Stewart Park).

1. How often do you walk across this Intersection?

At least once a day.

Several times a week

Several times a month.

2. Do you feel safe crossing this intersection at East 26th Street & 11th Avenue South, by the
Soccer Field?

Yes - no problem at all. 

No - very concerned about safety for myself, children and others trying to cross.

 Very Important Maybe Important Somewhat needed Not Necessary

School Crossing
Ahead

Playground Ahead

Soccer Field & Park
Ahead

3. Currently there are no "Playground Ahead" or "School Crossing Ahead" signs to alert drivers
approaching this intersection. Should these signs be posted on East 26th Street? If so, which signs
and how Important or necessary are they?

4. Does the 2-Lane Traffic with a separate Bike Lane make you feel safer crossing this Intersection?

Yes - There are less cars approaching the Intersection.

No - Cars travel just as fast, or faster, because bicycles now have their own lane.
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Other comments and observations:

5. It has been observed that during Rush Hour in the late afternoon, traffic congestion can backup
the cars traveling on East 26th Street, causing the cars to come to a complete stop and block this
intersection. What has been your experience when trying to cross this intersection during Rush
Hour.

Very difficult because there is a great deal of uncertainty when trying to cross at this time of day. Not knowing if the
drivers see me between cars. 

Moderate difficulty, because some cars are stopped, but some may still be moving.

No difficulty, because the cars are completely stopped.

6. Would you like to see a Pedestrian Crosswalk at this Intersection ?

Yes - I would feel much safer crossing at that Intersection.

No - I'm not worry about the traffic or crossing safely, at that intersection.

 Yes - Needed & Required Optional Not Necessary

Green Striping of the
Intersection

Overhead Sign alerting
Cars to the Pedestrian
Crosswalk Ahead

Flashing Light -
Crosswalk Button to
force cars to Stop

7. If you answered YES to the previous question #6, what type of Pedestrian Crosswalk signage
would you like to see at this intersection?

8. Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Name  

Address  

Email Address  

Phone Number  

9. Address
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